Rave Reviews
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“engage! is the beloved wedding industry
conference that seems to be defining the
pace and scope of the luxury wedding
industry.”

“What a tremendous event! We
appreciate all you did to make Mandarin
Oriental Hotels Group shine.”

Abby Larson, Founder, StyleMePretty.com

Oriental Hotels Group, Americas

‘WOW! What a truly extraordinary
experience engage! is...”

“No money can compare to the
worthwhile investment of your beautiful
events!”

Anne Fulenwider, Editor-in-Chief, Brides Magazine

Emily Snyder, Vice President Sales & Marketing, Mandarin

Maria Cooke & Kelly Seizert, Ritzy Bee Events

“The engage! experience was even more
than I expected.”
Sharon Sacks

“I was beyond impressed at the truly
unique and custom experience of engage!”
Matthew Robbins, Matthew Robbins Design

“More than anything, going to engage!
forces me to outline my goals...and to think
a little bigger!”
Jasmine Star, Photographer

“It was my first engage!, and I got so much out of
it. As a newcomer to the wedding industry, I felt so
welcomed by the group and got to meet so many
people who I both enjoyed and look up to. With my
focus in fashion and technology I hadn’t interacted
a lot yet with planners, florists, etc. and really got
so much out of understanding the perspectives of
different vendors across the industry.”
Ilana Stern, Weddington Way

“engage! was SUCH an amazing time +
experience!”
Peter Callahan

“What an unbelievable conference experience - from the
branding/design, to the caliber of speakers, to the best
gala ever - you never cease to amaze and wow your
audience! Even though it was my third engage!, I feel
like it’s a new experience each time!”
Amanda Allen, newlywish.com

“engage! is a remarkable conference for
remarkable wedding professionals to talk
about doing remarkable things.”
Sean Low, The Business of Being Creative

industry is truly something wonderful.”

“One feels immediately honored to be
there and there is such careful thought
placed into who attends this summit –
everyone is in spectacular company!”

Anne Chertoff, Author/Writer, Editor-at-Large,

jesGORDON, jesGORDON properFUN

“Over the years everyone told me how great engage! is,
but I never could have imagined how amazing it really
is until I attended. What you do for the luxury wedding

New York Magazine Weddings

“What an amazing event!”
Brian Worley, YourBASH

“The experience was more than I could
have ever imagined.”

“engage! was a life-changing event for me. I have set
several goals for myself since starting my business
and one was to attend engage! – and now I’m
hooked.”
Jacin Fitzgerald, Lovely Little Details

Courtney Scowby, Brightly Designed
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“engage! was AHHHMAZING! The level of detail, the
swag, the speakers, the entertainment, the whole nine
yards… as always it was impeccable and incredibly
inspiring!”
Angela Desveaux, Editor-in-Chief, WedLuxe Magazine

“Even though it was my fourth engage! I
was still completely blown away!”
Ashly Olivier, Olivier Events

“engage! is the only wedding conference
you should even think about attending”

“My advice to anyone who is a part of the
luxury wedding industry – put away the
excuses and attend!”
Kelly McWilliams, Weddings by Socialites

“One of the best experiences EVER!”
Amber Housley, Amber Housley Events

“engage! inspires you to make your creative
(not just wedding) business the best version
of itself”
Sean Low, The Business of Being Creative

Candice Coppola, Jubilee Events

“Another fabulous experience!”
Lindsay Landman, Lindsay Landman Events

“ A mini-MBA program for entrepreneurs!”

“I’ve attended 8 engage! events and I have
nothing but rave reviews! The networking
with the best of the best in the luxury
wedding industry is priceless!”
Jo-Anne Brown, Celebrations Ltd. Cayman Islands

Susan Moynihan, Editor-in-Chief,
Destination Weddings & Honeymoons Magazine

“There aren’t any summits/conferences out there that
you can attend where you will sit in a room with 250
like-minded individuals and talk shop, gather ideas,
re-invent your business, get that much needed pep talk,
ask open, honest questions and receive open, honest

“engage! is an enlightening, engaging and
thrilling event for the best of the best! It
provides the perfect platform for dreams to
be launched!
Nichole Michel, coral pheasant stationery + design

Cassandre Snyder, Cassandre Snyder Events

“If you are serious about your business
of being in the luxury wedding business,
engage! is a ‘must attend’...”

“engage! was AMAZING!!!!!”

Cassandre Snyder, Cassandre Snyder Events

answers.”

Steve Paster, President, Alpine Creative Group

“World Class!”
“I attend engage! twice a year because
it’s a great way for me to calbrate what
I’m doing as a wedding photographer
in relation to what’s happening in the
wedding industry.”

Jo-Anne Brown, Celebrations Ltd. Cayman Islands

Jasmine Star, Photographer

Harmony Walton, The Bridal Bar, JetFete

“engage! is the springboard for so many
wedding industry innovations.”

“For wedding professionals looking to grow
and network in the luxury market, this is in
my opinion, the best conference to attend.”

Kristy Rice, Momental Designs

“If you are in the luxury wedding industry and
haven’t yet been to engage!, it’s life changing
in all the best ways – GO!”

Christine Chang , Christine Chang Photography
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“engage! attracts the tip top professionals in
the luxury wedding industry!”

“engage! is a space for people who want to
dig deep and reach further.”

Christine Chang, Christine Chang Photography

Callandra Caufield, Cherry Tree Occasions

“I could never in a million years reference all of the
amazing people I met or bring to life the moments we

“I only wish I had attended engage! sooner. From
beginning to end, the entire experience was first class.
Thank you for providing such an incredible forum for
industry elite to gather as a community, learn, share and
have fun together.”

shared over the course of three amazing days!”
Andrea Eppolito, Andrea Eppolito Events

Andre Liss, Hannah Handmade

“engage! is an environment for this industry
to grow and be inspired through and
experience that changes you.”
Kelly McWilliams, Weddings by Socialites

“It’s long been one of my professional goals
to attend engage!...and in short, it was ahma-zing - a unique and intimate experience!”
Heidi Yarger, Spitfire Designs

“There are not enough words to describe the
engage! experience.”

“Getting to come and connect with everyone
allows me to see things anew.”
Matthew Myhrum, Matthew Myhrum Event Design & Visualization

“I already knew it was going to be marvelous...but having
been away for two years, I was either starting to forget
about the amazing little beautiful + indulgent world you
create for all three days...or it just topped my previous
two times so much it felt like nothing compared! It was
magical...”
Maria Cooke & Kelly Seizert, Ritzy Bee Events

Sade Awe, The Bridal Circle

“engage! exemplifies that you have to
experience luxury in order to create it.”

“Everything about engage! was beyond my
expectations.”
Sylvia Hamilton Kerr, Haiku Mills, Hawaii

Kelly McWilliams, Weddings by Socialites

“A wonderful force of nature...”
“At any moment you can hear the
ammunition of big ideas gearing up...”
Kristy Rice, Momental Designs

Andrea Liss, Hannah Handmade

“I came, I saw, I ENGAGED!”
Rachel Troyan, Outstanding Occasions

“engage! allows the opportunity to be
around some of the best and brightest in the
wedding industry in such a comfortable and
open environment.”

“The inspiration this event brought me is
priceless.”
Anna Wilson, One & Only Ocean Club

Amber Housley, Amber Housley Events

“An opportunity for like-minded professionals and
tastemakers to come together and share their passion,

“engage! sets the stage for really productive
connections to occur – it is just phenomenal!”
Suzy Clement, Suzy Clement Photographs

inspiration and fabulous ideas with one another”
Beth Chapman, White Dress by the shore
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